HT Top Schools (Navi Mumbai): 10. EuroSchool, Airoli

Launched in 2009, it is part of the chain of EuroSchools in India.

History: Launched in 2009, it is part of the chain of EuroSchools in India. Over the years, the school has found favour with discerning parents in and around Navi Mumbai and the eastern suburbs.

Unique Features: Apart from getting brilliant ICSE results year after year, students of EuroSchool Airoli have also won accolades in activities such as Taekwondo, gymnastics, as well as skating. The school believes in a holistic approach for growth for their students.

Board: ICSE, Cambridge CIE

Annual fee: Rs1,00,000-Rs1,20,000

Students: 3,000

Student-teacher ratio: 18:1

Quote: We are the top school in Navi Mumbai with the uniqueness of balanced schooling that focuses on equal engagement and rigor in academics and non-academics. We have had brilliant ICSE results; children have won laurels at the international levels for Taekwondo, and at the zonal level for gymnastics and skating. -- Sudeshna Chatterjee, principal

Highest Ratings for: Governance, safety, health and hygiene and innovative teaching